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Deleted Scene – Aiden Bates & Ali Lyda – Sweet On You 
 

Context: Cut scene. As ever, when we write any book, there is always a degree of revising 

until we arrive at a finished product we’re happy with. This time, those revisions included 

cutting some of our words! But we didn’t stay sad for long—we decided to share them with you 

anyway. This used to fit in as the end of chapter 1—back before chapter 2 didn’t even exist 

because Adrian had snagged two chapters in a row for himself.  Shocker, right? Well, that 

didn’t fly with Kane and he snagged two right back. They’ve resolved their little differences now 

as always, but Adrian wouldn’t want you to miss out on a couple of scenes from his point of 

view and some extra internal thoughts.  

*** 

Adrian 

 

“Oh, before you go.” Kane’s voice interrupted my thoughts. “I have a couple of things to 

run through about working here, but that can wait until your lunch break. “What I need to tell 

you again right now to remain transparent and open is that these positions are currently trial 

positions. You will be evaluated and judged on everything you do over the next few months 

before we decide if you’ll stay on as permanent assistants while you finish out dental school. 

I’m sure Angela told you at the interviews, but it bears repeating.” 

*** 

The first week was torture. Actual, literal torture. Kane was a truly beautiful specimen of a 

man, and he made it hard to focus on anything else. Every time he entered a room it was like 

my Kane alarm blared so loud, I couldn’t think of anything else.  

“Adrian.”  

“Huh?” I turned around from the computer where I was supposed to be updating the 

records of the client who’d just left.  

“Or should I say Earth to Adrian? Where are you spacing out to? Where’s your focus?” 

I shook my head. I could hardly tell him he had all my focus. That degree of forwardness 

wasn’t usually part of my seduction technique.  

“Sorry. Tired, I guess. I’ll do better.”  

“Well, it is last thing on a Friday, but if I take you at your word, you’ve been tired all week.” 

He kept one hand on his hip as he watched me, and I damn near salivated at the sight. “I did 

double check your references, you know, and your college said you’re bright and high 



achieving. But the guy I’ve had in my dental office all week with me doesn’t sound like that 

same guy.” 

I wanted to wipe that disappointment right off his face. Well, in my dreams, I’d kiss it off. 

Maybe lick it. But that seemed a little forward for week one.  

“I swear I’ll do better next week.” Then I reached into my pocket and pulled out my ever-

present chocolate. “Maybe I just need an energy boost.” I grinned and tore the wrapper open 

before breaking off a chunk and offering it to him. “Want a piece?” A piece of this… a piece of 

me. Either, or.  

“No, thanks.” Kane grimaced. “And you be careful with your sugar intake,” he added. “I 

don’t want to be fixing your teeth after all that sugar.” 

Maybe he also needed someone who could bump him out of work mode now and again. I 

blew out a barely audible sigh and swiveled back around to the computer screen. Shit. I was 

fucking all of this up.  

Being called out for lack of focus by Kane wasn’t making me feel any better about choosing 

dentistry as a career. What if I was just sitting around crapping on Mom and Dad’s money? All 

that money they’d wasted on my education.  

Still. I spared a quick glance at Kane as he stood at the autoclave. I had some time to decide 

about school while I had work here. The semester had already been paid for, and Mom and 

Dad couldn’t get their money back. Besides, I was onto a pretty sweet thing at Lakeshore 

Dental, and I could certainly tough my situation out for a little while longer.  

I grinned and took a big bite of my candy. 

*** 

Gabby nudged me as she came out of her one-month evaluation, beaming. I pushed myself 

off the brick clad front of the building and fell into step with her as she crossed the parking lot.  

“How’d you do?” she asked. 

“I’m pleased with it.” It was a smooth lie, but I kept my gaze focused on the row of low 

shops across the street.  

Truthfully, it hadn’t been an evaluation I’d share with my parents. Mom’s disappointment 

was way worse than her anger, and the things Kane had said would dial her disappointment 

level way the hell up.  

“Man, I need a drink,” I murmured. “You up for a drink?”  

Gabby shook her head. “I already have plans.” 

Probably just as well. I didn’t want to spend the evening with Little Miss Perfect Evaluation, 

anyway. “I’ll call some of the guys. They’re more fun, anyway.” I side-eyed her.  



“I bet.” She laughed. “Have fun, Ade.” 

 

As soon as I got home, I called around to my go to guys, and we arranged to meet at Hot 

Toddy’s The atmosphere would be pumping, and I could get wasted if I so chose.  

I had my fourth drink in my hand, and Sammy had just said something really funny, 

although I couldn’t remember the exact words he’d used.  

“Oh, hey, Adrian.” 

I turned at the familiar voice, squinting up at a shadow as the disco lights created a halo of 

color behind him. 

Kane Abbott—now my official nemesis.  

 I wrinkled my nose in disgust and looked away.  

“Well, that’s a pretty bratty response.” He chuckled, and as much as I wanted to ignore the 

man, he had a direct line to my cock with that laugh of his. “And a very unflattering pout.” He 

chuckled again, like I amused him.  

“Take a seat, Kane.” I shoved a chair out from under the table by pushing the chair leg with 

my foot. 

He caught it before it toppled to the floor. “I just might do that,” he agreed. “If you think 

you can handle having your boss sitting with you and your friends.”  

I nodded. “I think I can cope.” I underplayed my extreme enthusiasm by just the right 

amount.  

“I’m pretty old, too,” he teased as he turned the chair around and straddled it.  

I shrugged. “Maybe I like older.” 

He grinned, and it almost looked wry, so I pressed a little harder.  

“I don’t mind having you join us at the table, and I might even like it if you joined me at 

home later?” I focused my gaze on his. 

His wry grin took on a hint of regret and he shook his head. “I can’t.” 

I nodded. “Okay.” Then I took another sip of beer.  

That hint of regret, a spark of interest, I filed it away. It was all I needed right now.  

*** 

Kane became my pet project over the next few weeks, my seduction slow and precise. My 

technique had never failed. We had a lot of accidental touches, and a few double entendres 

that at first made him blush…and then he started returning them. When the flirtation wasn’t all 

one sided, it was time to move things up a gear. 



So, that was how I ended up sitting and waiting in Hot Toddy’s for my hot boss. When he 

arrived, I had to roll my tongue back into my mouth like a cartoon character.  

“Hey,” I greeted him. 

“Hey,” he replied.  

“Dance?” I asked. I nodded toward the dance floor, already teeming with writhing bodies.  

He glanced over his shoulder, taking it in, and I thought he might say no. Maybe I’d gone 

too far, too fast. I didn’t usually, but I crossed my fingers under the table in a gesture of futile 

hope. 

“Sure,” he agreed, and nodded.  

I refrained from leaping up and down like a five-year-old and took his hand, leading him to 

the edge of the floor before I moved sinuously against him. I treated him like my own personal 

pole, up and down his body, until his arousal gave him away.   

I took his hand again, this time leading him deeper through the dancing crowd toward the 

bathroom.  

“Adrian…” It sounded like a murmur, but he must have yelled it to be heard over the 

pounding music and bass beat.  

 I flicked him a glance over my shoulder. “Trust me.” I smiled as I led him into the 

bathroom. I checked the two stalls were empty then locked the main door. 

“Adrian,” he said again, and I shook my head. 

“Sshhh,” I soothed him. “It’s just a hook-up. Just a hook-up.”  

He nodded, his eyes uncertain. “We can’t do or say anything at work. We’re not supposed 

to…” He swallowed, his Adam’s apple bobbing in his throat. “Workplace relationships,” he 

finished.  

“Sure,” I agreed off-handedly as I placed his hand against my stiff cock. “It’s just a hook-up. 

No need to tell anyone anything.” 

He nodded, the movement stiff. “Agreed.” 

I stood on my tiptoes. I’d been right. He was just the right height. And as my lips pressed 

against his, taking control, I realized I might have told a lie. 

Doctor Kane Abbott was more than just a hook-up, even though it seemed he wasn’t seeing 

me the same way. 

 


